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Software engineering research and programming language design have enjoyed a symbiotic rela-
tionship, with traceable impacts since the 1970s, when these areas were ﬁrst distinguished from
one another. This report documents this relationship by focusing on several major features of cur-
rent programming languages: data and procedural abstraction, types, concurrency, exceptions, and
visual programming mechanisms. The inﬂuences are determined by tracing references in publi-
cations in both ﬁelds, obtaining oral histories from language designers delineating inﬂuences on
them, and tracking cotemporal research trends and ideas as demonstrated by workshop topics,
special issue publications, and invited talks in the two ﬁelds. In some cases there is conclusive
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data supporting inﬂuence. In other cases, there are circumstantial arguments (i.e., cotemporal
ideas) that indicate inﬂuence. Using this approach, this study provides evidence of the impact of
software engineering research on modern programming language design and documents the close
relationship between these two ﬁelds.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.0 [Software Engineering]: General; D.3.0 [Program-
ming Languages]: General; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Fea-
tures; D.1.5 [Programming Techniques]: Object-oriented Programming; D.1.7 [Programming
Techniques]: Visual Programming
General Terms: Design, Languages, Reliability, Security
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Software Engineering, Programming Languages
1. INTRODUCTION
This article is part of the larger NSF-sponsored Impact project that is docu-
menting the inﬂuence of software engineering research on software practice.
In this article, we focus on the impact of software engineering research on the
design of programming languages from a historical perspective. That is, the
article is not a survey of software engineering accomplishments, but instead
focuses on documenting software engineering research that has inﬂuenced the
design of programming languages. The inﬂuence was determined by examining
publications, oral reports, and the time sequence between signiﬁcant advances
in software engineering and programming language design.
The production of software requires software engineering techniques, such
as speciﬁcation, design, implementation, testing, and maintenance. Essential
to performing the last three phases of software development is the selection of
a programming language(s) as an implementation vehicle. The programming
language(s) chosen needs to offer the application programmer the power to
naturally express the task at hand in a disciplined manner. The requirements
of expressiveness and software engineering methodology, evolving over time,
clearly impact the design of programming language features.
Thousands of programming languages have been designed to address the
unique demands of application areas. Many have been developed purely for re-
search exploration, while others have been targeted for production use. Some of
the languages are general purpose while others were developed for particular
domains. To name a few programming languages used in practice today, C++,
Java, Ada,1 Perl, Visual Basic, and COBOL all are widely-used across many
application domains. Software engineering and the design of programming lan-
guages enjoy a synergistic relationship, each inﬂuencing the other. This rela-
tionship holds with regard to both research and practice in these two ﬁelds.
The main goal of this report is to document how fundamental research in
software engineering has been a resource for programming language features
commonly used today. To achieve our goal, it is necessary to trace the ongoing
interrelations between software engineering research and programming lan-
guage design. In examining these interrelationships, we have found symbiotic
1We use the term Ada to refer to Ada 83 in this article; we will use Ada 95 to refer to the later
version of the language.
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interactions between these two ﬁelds that have both inﬂuenced and strength-
ened each other. Thus, in this report we track research both in programming
languages and software engineering.
In accomplishing this goal, there are a number of challenges that must be ad-
dressed.Thesynergybetweensoftwareengineeringresearchandprogramming
language design renders attribution of some speciﬁc contributions difﬁcult. Ini-
tially, there was no distinction between the software engineering and program-
ming languages research communities. Research in programming languages
design, speciﬁcation, programming methodology, and software engineering was
being done by members of a single amorphous ﬁeld. This ﬁeld had the same con-
ference publication venues until the late 1970s (e.g., IFIP Working Group 2.3
formed in 1969, NATO Software Engineering Conferences 1968, 1969). Initial
research contributions in both ﬁelds were essentially shared contributions to
this original, single software ﬁeld. In the middle of the 1970s, this community
began to split into the ﬁelds of software engineering and programming lan-
guages. The ﬁrst in the series of the ACM SIGACT/SIGPLAN Symposia on
Principles of Programming Languages (POPL) was held in 1973, while the ﬁrst
IEEE/TCSE ACM/SIGSOFT International Conference on Software Engineer-
ing (ICSE) was held in 1975. These two conferences mark the beginning of the
differentiation between the two communities. As the ﬁelds began to evolve into
distinct communities, researchers who had published in the same conferences
and journals now began to publish in both software engineering and program-
ming languages conferences, and thus, the classiﬁcation of them as either a
software engineering or a programming languages researcher is difﬁcult. In-
terestingly, these two communities have continued to grow further apart.
Another challenge is differentiating between the contributions of software
engineering research and software engineering practice, since both have inﬂu-
encedthedesignofprogramminglanguages.Questionstobeconsideredinclude
the following: Wasafeature of a programming language changed due to a new
research idea or due to the experiences of practicing software engineers? What
inﬂuenced the wide acceptance of object-oriented programming that current lan-
guages support? Does this show the inﬂuence of practitioners’ experiences or the
adoption of a new paradigm explored by researchers or both? Because of the
interrelatedness of languages, software engineering practice and software en-
gineering research, these questions are difﬁcult to answer.
Finding primary sources to document the inﬂuence of software engineering
research presents an additional challenge. Research publications are needed to
determine this impact; examination of the topics of meetings and workshops
held at speciﬁc times also yields some information as to software engineering
concerns. The oral and written history of how a programming language evolved
is also needed to complete this study. Often the communities feel that certain
concepts were in the air [Gabriel personal communication] in that everyone
agreed these were important ideas, but no one really knew where they origi-
nated, or who was instrumental in developing them.
Clearly, studying the evolution of the concepts and features of all program-
ming languages that have been developed presents an intractable problem.
The challenge here is to select speciﬁc languages to study and their signiﬁcant
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features, to render the problem feasible. The existence of software process, lan-
guage tools, and environments adds more complexity to the study because they
also have had inﬂuence on research and practice in both software engineering
andprogramminglanguages.Thus,wefocusedonlyonthesoftwareengineering
concepts that made their way into programming languages; we did not address
software process, tools, and environments.
The ﬁnal challenge is the determination of an effective research methodology
for this study. One possible approach is to examine this question from a history
of science perspective; that is, focusing on practice at a given time and place,
asking why and how ideas originated and evolved. Our approach has been to
examine results of research as evidenced in published works and to infer inﬂu-
ence from these results. We also have conducted interviews with programming
language designers that explore what they were thinking and how they were
being inﬂuenced at the time of accomplishing their designs.
This article discusses the impact of software engineering research on a se-
lected set of widely used languages: Java, C++, Ada, and Visual Basic, and
some of their signiﬁcant concepts. Concepts considered include abstractions,
visibility, reuse, exception handling, types, concurrency, and visual program-
ming features. The research methodology used to study the historical interac-
tions between software engineering research and programming language de-
sign takes into account the iterative evolution of programming languages and
the inﬂuence of software engineering research on this evolution.
The research methodology is described in Section 2. Section 3 traces the de-
velopment of individual programming concepts. Section 4 recounts the devel-
opment of visual programming and its relationship to Visual Basic and to soft-
ware engineering research. Section 5 summarizes interviews conducted with
programming language designers, in which they were questioned about what
inﬂuenced their designs. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the ﬁndings.
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Given the focus of this study, several languages, selected because of their im-
portance to current programming practice, were examined for the constructs
and the concepts they expressed.
Based on the constructs found in many languages, a number of languages
were considered as possible choices for the focus of this study. Neither COBOL
nor FORTRAN was selected because, although they remain in wide use today,
they are not used as general purpose programming languages. COBOL is, and
hasbeen,usedforbusinessapplications;FORTRANisthelanguageofchoicefor
scientiﬁc computation. Likewise, C is used mainly as a systems programming
language.
Ada, C++, and Java are widely used for general purpose applications. Visual
Basic is a language widely used for fast prototyping, relying primarily on Basic
plus graphical interfaces to leverage programmer productivity. We included
Visual Basic in its own section of the report as a representative of visual pro-
gramming in practice and because of its widespread use. Thus, the focus of this
study centers on general purpose languages: Ada,C++,J a va, and Visual Basic.
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This language selection is not an attempt to be deﬁnitive about current prac-
tice, nor does it represent a value judgment about the importance of languages
in speciﬁc application areas. These language choices have many of the features
expected in today’s general purpose languages and also enable the tracing of
historical software engineering inﬂuences.
2.1 Software Maturation Models
In 1985, Redwine and Riddle [1985] presented a maturation model of software
technology, which discusses the steps for transition from a research concept
to practice. The goal of the work was to discover the process, principles, and
techniques useful in transitioning modern software to widespread use. They
identiﬁed six major phases.
—Basic research: investigate ideas and concepts that eventually evolve into
fundamentals and identify the critical problems and subproblems.
—Concept formulation: key idea or problem is identiﬁed and the ideas are
informally circulated, convergence of a set of ideas, and publications start to
appear that suggest solutions to subproblems.
—Development and extension: present a clear deﬁnition of a solution in
eitheraseminalpaperorademonstration;preliminaryuseofthetechnology;
generalize the approach.
—Internal enhancement and exploration: extend approach to another
domain, use technology to solve real problems; stabilize and port technology;
development of training materials.
—External enhancement and exploration: similar to previous phase but
performed by a broader group, including outside the development group.
—Popularization: show substantial evidence of value and applicability; de-
velop production-quality version, commercialize and market.
In a keynote address at ICSE 2001, Shaw [2001] used this model to describe
the coming of age of software architecture. The ﬁrst phase, the basic research
phase, involved the exploration of the advantages of specialized software struc-
ture for software process. This phase also cataloged systems to identify common
software architectural styles, leading to models for explaining architectural
styles. In the concept formulation phase, architecture description languages
were developed and architectures were classiﬁed. In the development and ex-
tension phase, languages were extended and new languages developed, as the
concepts were reﬁned. Meetings, journals and conferences that were devoted
solely to software architecture were seen. In the next phase, formal analysis
of real systems was performed. In the external enhancement and exploration
phase, Uniﬁed Modeling LanguageTM (UML) was developed, as an example.
Finally, in the popularization phase, standards were developed, demonstrating
that software architecture is accepted and used in software engineering.
We developed a similar maturation model for programming language design
and software engineering and used this model to determine the interactions of
programming languages and software engineering. Our model has ﬁve phases
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followed by iterative reﬁnement using the last two phases. They are:
—Basic research: identify a software engineering problem and explore basic
ideas and concepts.
—Concept formulation:circulateideasinformallytodeveloparesearchcom-
munity and publish solutions to the problem or subproblems.
—Introduceintoaprogramminglanguage:frameasolutiontotheproblem
in a programming language, which is used for a period of time.
—Reﬁnement: as a result of using the language feature as well as exploring
other facets of the problem, solutions are reﬁned and extended.
—Extend the programming language or develop a new one:basedonthe
reﬁnements,anexistinglanguageiseitherchangedoranewoneisdeveloped.
The last two phases are repeated until software engineers and programming
language designers ﬁnd an acceptable solution.
2.2 Methodology and Resources Used
To provide focus, we used the model to explore concepts in object-oriented
and imperative languages that are commonly used; that is, we examined mod-
ern programming languages and identiﬁed a set of core features, as was done
in Shaw et al. [1978]. We used these core features to demonstrate the relation
between software engineering research and programming languages.
An extensive survey was performed in both the software engineering and
programming language research literature to ﬁnd references to the constructs
and concepts. Historical papers describing the evolution of particular program-
ming languages were also examined. Key to the approach was, for each concept,
performing a reverse chronological search through the materials gathered to
look for interactions, both cited and implied,2 between software engineering
research and programming language design. Of greatest interest were the ori-
gin, development, and evolution of these concepts to their current form. The
papers found through this search were then read for evidence of inﬂuence on
programming language design. We used time lines to help determine the inter-
relationships between the ﬁelds and their potential impact on one another. In
many cases, we used the date that an article was published as an indication of
possible inﬂuence.
We also conducted interviews with language designers to acquire ﬁrsthand
historical information. With the help of Mike Mahoney, History of Science Pro-
fessor at Princeton University, we developed a set of ﬁve questions and emailed
the questions to the language designers. We gave them the option of answering
the questions by email or by phone. In some cases, we had further contact. A
section summarizing the responses appears in this article in Section 5. The lan-
guage designers participating in the interviews were Professor Niklaus Wirth
(Pascal, Modula), Professor Boris Magnusson (Simula), Dr. Bjarne Stroustrup
2As an example of an implied interaction, we may infer a relation between the temporal precedence
of a published software engineering result and the subsequent appearance of a seemingly related
programming language construct.
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(C++), Dr. Jean Ichbiah (Ada), Tucker Taft (Ada 95), Tim Lindholm (Java) and
Dennis Canady (Visual Basic).
The resources used included both journal and conference papers in soft-
ware engineering and programming languages. These written documents were
acquired through the usual digital and hard copy library sources as well as
through personal communication. In addition, we used ﬁrst person interviews
thatwerepublishedinvariousvenues.Withthedevelopmentoflaterlanguages
came rationales about why language features and their forms were included;
these provided another resource. Last, because many of the ideas that impacted
software engineering and programming languages were in the air, we used the
results of the interviews that we conducted for insight and further references.
We also used the existence of workshops and conferences in different time pe-
riods to indicate signiﬁcant issues being considered by researchers.
In the next section, we apply this technique to several language features as
they evolved to their usage in Java, C++, and Ada. These include control and
data abstractions, inheritance, types, exception handling, and concurrency.
3. LANGUAGE FEATURES
In tracing the interaction between software engineering and programming lan-
guages, we begin with the design of abstractions, including control, procedural,
and data, which demonstrate a clear symbiotic relationship between research
in the programming language design and software engineering communities,
to the beneﬁt of software practice.
3.1 Abstraction
With the development of increasingly more complex applications, abstraction
has become a critical mechanism to control complexity in software. Thus, it
is a major part of programming language design and software engineering
methodology, necessitating interaction between the two communities. Modern
programming languages support abstraction by enabling the user to express
what is signiﬁcant and suppress what is not [Shaw 1984]. There are basically
three types of abstractions used when constructing software, namely, data, con-
trol, and procedural abstractions. Most widely used programming languages
today include a number of different constructs to support these various forms
of abstractions. The abstraction mechanisms in languages have been affected
by past experiences in software engineering research and practice.
3.1.1 Control Abstraction. Control abstraction describes a well deﬁned
operation that expresses the execution sequence of statements (actions) in a
program and includes intraprocedural control structures such as if-then-else,
while, and switch statements. Typically all languages have built-in control ab-
straction. During the 1960s, indiscriminate transfer of control was believed to
cause difﬁculties and errors in writing and understanding programs. In the late
1960s and early 1970s, two important software design methodologies emerged
that stressed the importance of properly organizing and structuring programs.
One method, called stepwise reﬁnement or top-down design, initially created an
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abstraction of the program without details about the data structures or opera-
tions [Wirth 1971a]. With each step, the program is successively reﬁned until
the ﬁnal code is constructed. Thus there is a separation between the abstract
deﬁnition of structures, and procedures and their implementation.
About that same time, there was a debate about the harmful effects of go to
statements [Dijkstra 1968b; Rubin 1987]. Intertwined with the discussion of
go tosw as the structured programming movement [Dijkstra 1969; Dahl et al.
1972]. Consequently, the languages developed after the 1970s had structured
control constructs and deemphasized or eliminated go to statements. However,
there were a few cases where escaping from statements was felt to be neces-
sary [Hopkins 1972], and languages have either included a go to or put in other
constructs that enabled a break out of a statement, including breaking out of
loops and case statements.
Bothtop-downdesignandstructuredprogrammingaremechanismstomake
software simpler, more understandable, and easier to modify. They enable ab-
stractions to be speciﬁed and then implemented. Control ﬂow patterns in a
program are instrumental in developing and understanding a program. From
the software engineering research on structured programming and top-down
design, control structures with a single entry point and a single exit point
made programs more understandable. This led to a set of accepted intrapro-
cedural control constructs [Shaw 1984]. All commonly used languages feature
the single-entry, single-exit (almost) design in their control structures.
Another example of programming methodology inﬂuencing programming
language design comes from generators in Alphard which became instantiated
asiteratorsinCLU.Thesestructuresexpressedtheconceptofiteratingthrough
a set of elements or objects [Shaw et al. 1977; Liskov et al. 1977]. The idea was
to separate the abstraction of the concept of iteration from the implementa-
tion. This idea is found in object-oriented languages, which have the concept of
iterating through a collection of objects.
Thus, the research of the early combined software community on developing,
understanding, and modifying programs inﬂuenced the design of structured
programming language constructs.
3.1.2 Procedural Abstraction. Procedural abstraction deals with organiz-
ing and decomposing a program into modules that typically have speciﬁc pur-
poses. Procedural abstraction involves the deﬁnition of an interface and an im-
plementation of the unit. Units were composed of local data and code that was
able to access nonlocal data as well as local data. FORTRAN introduced pro-
cedural abstraction through its subroutine and function program units. These
could be developed independently of the programs that call them and could be
separately compiled. Simula 67 also had procedural abstraction through the
class structure with functions. Neither FORTRAN or Simula 67 had any sep-
aration between the interface and the implementation, nor were the types in
the interface checked when used.
In 1971, Parnas wrote a most inﬂuential paper that formally introduced the
importance of modularity. The paper describes a method and need for decom-
posing a program into modules [Parnas 1971, 1972]. The idea of information
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hiding was also introduced in this paper by showing that the main beneﬁt of
hiding implementation was to allow changes to the implementation to be con-
ﬁned to its module. Parnas characterized a module by its knowledge of a design
decision, which is hidden from all other modules. For example, in the paper a
symbol table implementation was visible to its module but invisible to the rest
of the system. The publication of this seminal paper represented a transition
fromsoftwareengineeringresearchtoconceptformulationtoprogramminglan-
guage design. The module structures that were eventually developed by others
differed in how the interface and implementation were managed, whether the
interfaces were type checked, and the visibility rules for accessing the entities
of a module.
A module enables more structure than a procedure. Modules allow pro-
grammers to group related items together, including types, data, and routines.
Modula-2 was one of the ﬁrst languages that allowed the separation of the in-
terface from the body of a module [Wirth 1977]. In Modula-2, the interface and
body can be separate in the same ﬁle or even appear in different source ﬁles.
In the mid-eighties, modules were reﬁned to software components to enable
reuse. Software reuse was seen as possibly “increasing software productivity
by an order of magnitude or more” by Horowitz and Munson [1984]. Their
notion of software reusability was broad, including not only code reuse, but
also the reuse of software design. In their discussion of reusable code, they
cite McIlroy’s article from the 1968 NATO conference that described factories
for building software components [McIlroy 1976]. At the time, this idea was
considered impossible to achieve because of a lack of tools to create, index,
search and compose components efﬁciently; also, the ability to describe the se-
mantics of a component to a user so that the user could assess its utility to
the task at hand was limited. After reviewing several approaches that offered
software reuse through high-level systems that produce programs from speci-
ﬁcations and user-supplied parameters, Horowitz and Munson praised Ada as
a language with features to support software reuse, including the Ada package
(i.e., an abstract data type) and the generic procedure [Horowitz and Munson
1984]. Thus, Horowitz and Munson believed that the programming language
design community was providing tools to accomplish the software engineering
research goal of software reuse. The designs of Ada and the research language
CLU, both demonstrated an emphasis on modularity and the ability to reuse
code. CLU was intended for programming in the large, emphasizing program
readability and understandability over ease of writing [Liskov 1993]. Liskov
believed that it was possible to develop a programming methodology through
designing a programming language so that problem solutions were similar to
programs in that language. This principle guided the design of CLU, which
emphasized data abstraction and encapsulation as well as reliability using ex-
ceptions. Liskov stated that a driving force behind her language design was
the desire to write correct programs, using language constructs to either help
avoid errors or help ﬁnd them automatically. She described many design deci-
sions in terms of a goal of program safety, including the decision on compile-
time type checking within a module (and bounds type checking for arrays)
[Liskov 1993].
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Ada was one of the ﬁrst widely used languages to feature separation of spec-
iﬁcation and implementation as part of the language design, which enabled
separate compilation of modules, and still provided checking of the interfaces.
Ada was designed speciﬁcally “to support development of large programs com-
posed of reusable software components” [Wegner 1984]. Ada separated the in-
terface and implementation through its package module [DOD 1980]. An Ada
package can contain procedures, functions, types and variables. The speciﬁca-
tion of a package is through its interface, which is declared separately from its
implementation.
An important component of the module concept is the visibility rules for
the interface and implementation. The early languages (e.g., Pascal, Algol 60)
used textual scope to deﬁne the interfaces between modules (e.g., subroutines,
procedures). Wulf and Shaw detailed the problems with using scope for inter-
faces. They enumerated some desirable properties of an interface, including
(1) the scope of a name should not automatically be extended to inner blocks,
(2) access rights to a structure and its substructures should be decoupled, and
(3) it should be possible to distinguish different types of access [Wulf and Shaw
1973]. As mentioned previously, Modula-2 [Wirth 1971a] contains the idea of
separating the interface and implementation; the implementation is not vis-
ible to users. However, there is no way to hide entities in the interface. The
package speciﬁcation in Ada does enable parts of the interface to be hidden,
as well as the implementation. Ada packages also allow information to be left
out of the declaration and provided in a separate ﬁle not visible to users of the
abstraction [DOD 1980]. However, Ada allows the header of a package to be
divided into public and private parts. In Ada, data types expose the type name
and operations allowed on the type. The data structures used and the imple-
mentation of operators are not visible to users. Thus, the ideas of information
hiding were eventually implemented in programming languages by controlling
access through the interface, including the introduction of access rights such
as private, public, and protected. The access rights grew out of data abstraction
research, which is discussed in the following section.
3.1.3 Data Abstraction. The concept of data abstraction,o rabstract data
type, has had a profound inﬂuence on both software development and program-
ming language design. The major thrust of programming languages and soft-
ware engineering research activity in the 1970s was to explore issues related
to data abstraction and visibility control [Ghezzi and Jazayeri 1998].
Abstract data types give programmers the capability of safely deﬁning their
owntypes.Moderndayconceptsofabstractdatatypesinclude(1)encapsulating
or enclosing data and the related operations on the data, (2) naming the data
type, (3) placing restrictions on the use of the operators, (4) having rules that
specify the visibility of the data, and (5) separating the speciﬁcation from the
implementation.
ThenotionofdataabstractionwasﬁrstintroducedintheSimula67language
by associating abstract operations with the entities for which they were deﬁned
[Dahl and Nygaard 1967; Birtwistle 1973]. The entities and operations were
encapsulatedinaclassstructure.However,accessingthedataentitiesinaclass
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was not restricted to the class operations. It should be noted that the creators of
Simula 67 did not think about restricting the use of class entities [Rowe 1980].
The idea of a class in Simula 67 paved the way for the later development of data
abstraction, classes and object-oriented programming. For various reasons, in-
cluding, (1) the price of the compiler, (2) the perception that Simula 67 was a
simulation language, and (3) the lack of resources to publicize it [Nygaard and
Dahl 1978], Simula 67 did not receive the attention it rightly deserved until
much later. Finally, in 2001, Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard, the devel-
opers of Simula 67, received the Turing award for ideas fundamental to the
emergence of object-oriented programming, through their design of Simula 67.
Unfortunately, they both died in the same year and were not able to personally
receive the award.
The idea of using abstract data types as an abstraction technique for reliable
software design was presented by Liskov [1972]. In this paper, Liskov describes
various types of abstractions that provide the infrastructure to produce reliable
software that is easier to prove and/or test. One of the ideas presented was to
develop an abstraction based on the use and structure of data and limiting
the visibility of functions in the abstraction to what they need to know. Thus
information hiding was also included as part of abstraction concept. The data
for the functions constituted the resources of the abstraction.
In the 1970s, the software engineering community recognized the need to
organize programs into modules by localizing implementation details as much
as possible. This led to the development of language support for abstract data
types. The ﬁrst research to incorporate data abstraction into a language was
CLU, through its cluster data type [Liskov and Zilles 1974].
About that time, a paper by Gannon and Horning [1975] presented language
design issues to improve the reliability of programs. One concept that had an
impact on the design of languages was the idea of an explicit interface, and
providing rights to the creator of objects and the users of objects. The encap-
sulation mechanisms of Simula 67 were reﬁned in the 1970s by the developers
of CLU [Liskov and Zilles 1975; Liskov et al. 1977] and Alphard [Wulf et al.
1976;Shaw1981].CLUandAlphardbothprovidedadataabstractionconstruct
that enforced protection of the data entities, allowing access only to the opera-
tions deﬁned for them. The design of CLU [Liskov et al. 1977] was very much
driven by the desire to support software engineering methodology developed
by means of program decomposition, similar to step-wise and structured pro-
gramming [Wirth 1971a; Dijkstra 1969]. A goal for Alphard was to reduce the
cost and increase the quality of software by developing a program methodology
based on abstraction and veriﬁcation [Shaw 1981].
Besides CLU and Alphard, Euclid [Popek et al. 1977] also introduced con-
cepts of information hiding. In both CLU and Euclid, the declaration and deﬁni-
tions of a data abstraction always appear together with the header that states
which of the module’s names are to be exported. In CLU, a module (called a clus-
ter) implements a single abstract type [Liskov et al. 1977]. It has an interface
speciﬁcation, which is the code to create instances and deﬁnitions of operators.
Alphard also has the concept of operations to be performed on objects of the
cluster type. Assignment and equality are default operations on “forms.” The
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language has explicit rules about accessing a variable of a cluster in the imme-
diately enclosing procedure. The environment, or outer scope, was visible only
by a direct request.
A set of visibility rules for data abstractions was also an important compo-
nent of research in the early 1980s. C++, developed by Bjarne Stroustrup, had
as one of its primary goals the support of data abstraction and object-oriented
programming [Stroustrup 1987]. Not only did it provide the encapsulation but
also limited the use of data entities. It used the model of private/public to limit
the access of entities in classes. The access right protected was introduced for
inheritance in object-oriented languages.
Cardelli and Wegner deﬁned object-oriented languages by three necessary
characteristics:(i)theycontainobjectsthataredataabstractionswithadeﬁned
interface and hidden state, (ii) objects have types, and (iii) attributes can be
inherited from super-types [Cardelli and Wegner 1985]. This deﬁnition clearly
shows the inﬂuence of data abstraction and modularity (i.e., deﬁned interface)
on this programming language paradigm. They cite Smalltalk as an example
of object-orientation with inheritance, and described the standard Smalltalk
hierarchy as an example of reuse that imposes a coherent structure on the
types in the system. C++ and Java added visibility control to the notions of
inheritance and attributes (i.e., ﬁelds) already included in Smalltalk.
The abstract data type research results entered mainstream programming
languages in combination with research results on inheritance in object-
oriented software design and implementation. The goal of classes and inheri-
tance is to enable reuse as well as code and data sharing. Inheritance allows
new abstractions to be deﬁned as reﬁnements or extensions to existing ones.
Dynamic binding allows a new version of an abstraction to display dynamically
deﬁned behavior.
Data abstraction plus inheritance and dynamic binding deﬁne important
characteristics of classes and object-oriented design. All three fundamental
concepts of object-oriented programming—encapsulation, inheritance and dy-
namic binding—have their roots in Simula 67.
The Simula 67 designers observed from their simulation applications that
processes often share a number of properties, including both data and actions
[Nygaard and Dahl 1978]. These processes were structurally different in some
respects and therefore needed their own declarations—parameterization could
not provide the ﬂexibility needed. They then came up with the idea of subclass-
ing, another name for inheritance. The term inheritance was deﬁned later.3 In
the Simula 67 language, subclassing was done by preﬁxing. The conceptual
view of preﬁxing is concatenation of the parent’s class declarations with the
child’s. Thus, if class A is a preﬁx of class B, B’s objects would include A’s formal
parameters,speciﬁcationoftheformalparameters,classbodydeclarations,and
the class body as well as its own declarations. Thus, not only were the data and
3Collins and Quillian deﬁned is-a relationships, introducing them in semantic hierarchies in
1969 [Collins and Quillian 1969]. In Smalltalk-76 [Ingalls 1978] subclasses are described as a
useful mechanism to accomplish code inheritance and allow code reuse and specialization through
overriding.
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functions of the class inherited but so was the body of the class, which contained
statements that were executed when the class was created.
Simula 67 also had dynamic binding through its virtual concept. Thus, the
method actually used depended on the object’s subclass. Smalltalk also incorpo-
rated the notion of object orientation with binding [Ghezzi and Jazayeri 1998;
Goldberg and Robinson 1983] at run time. In the Smalltalk message-based
programming model, each object carries a type at run time.
With the introduction of inheritance, object-oriented languages needed to
supplement the scope rules of objects. Ada, C++, and Java all have rules for
visibility of inherited attributes. Visibility issues included the visibility of pri-
vate and public members to derived classes.
The issue of multiple or single inheritance has been addressed in both pro-
gramminglanguagedesignandsoftwareengineering.SubclassinginSimula67
was designed to be single inheritance; that is, an object of a class can only have
one base class. C++ initially had single inheritance because this was sufﬁcient
in a large majority of cases [Stroustrup 1987]; however, Stroustrup indicated
that there were important concepts for which multiple inheritance is required.
These concepts required a directed acyclic graph to represent their relation-
ships rather than a tree, the single inheritance structure [Stroustrup 1987].
Thus, C++ introduced multiple inheritance, in which a class can inherit from
a number of base classes. However the controversy of single versus multiple
inheritance did not end. Cargill [1993] argued against multiple inheritance by
indicating that is it complicated to learn, write and read. He demonstrated,
using examples of programs with multiple inheritance in the literature, that
multiple inheritance is either improperly used or not used at all. Waldo [1991],
in the same journal, makes a case for multiple inheritance by describing differ-
ent forms of multiple inheritance and presenting examples where it is useful.
When Java was developed, it used single inheritance with the extra facility of
interfaces, which can be viewed as a form of multiple inheritance. This type of
inheritance is called mix-in inheritance [Scott 2000].
A time line graph of the interactions among abstractions and programming
languages is given in Figure 1. The time line indicates when a particular ab-
stractionconceptﬁrstappearedintheliteratureorinaprogramminglanguage,
subsequent interactions with other software engineering concepts, and its ﬁnal
incorporation into object-oriented programming languages.
3.2 Types, Polymorphism, and Generics
Strong typing is currently accepted as a fundamental feature of modern pro-
gramming languages, regardless of whether validated by compile-time check-
ing, type inference or run-time checking. According to Cardelli and Wegner
[1985], in a strongly typed programming language “all expressions are guaran-
teed to be type consistent although the type itself may be statically unknown.”
In other words, a program in a strongly typed programming language is guar-
anteed, through a combination of compile-time and/or run-time type checks, to
be type safe; this means that the program is free from type errors during exe-
cution. Strong typing ensures the reliability of code and provides an additional
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Fig. 1. Time line for data abstraction.
layer of semantic checking of a program. Development of strong typing in
programming languages happened cotemporally with software engineering re-
search on reliability and later, software reuse. It seems clear that the concepts
of strong typing and software reliability reinforced each other, especially since
the early pioneers in imperative language design were also active in software
engineering research. Further, as type systems for programming languages de-
veloped notions of genericity and polymorphism, these were directly related to
issues of software reuse.
The main imperative languages designed in the 1960s and 1970s—Algol 60,
Pascal, and PL/I—were designed at a time when the software engineering com-
munitywasworriedaboutthereliabilityofcode.Inthemid-1970s,BarryBoehm
deﬁned software engineering to be “the practical application of scientiﬁc knowl-
edge in the design and construction of computer programs and the associated
documentation required to develop, operate and maintain them” [Boehm 1976].
Peter Wegner [1984] talked of the 1950s as a time of stand-alone programs
and the 1960s as a time of development of operating systems and databases.
He stated that the 1970s saw the birth of software engineering, referring to
similarities in the construction of large software systems and large physical
structures such as bridges. The 1980s, in Wegner’s view, saw the development
of interface technologies and the personal computer revolution. The 1990s was
a time of knowledge engineering, the use of intelligent components to build sys-
tems (e.g., adaptation). In this temporal framework, the 1970s—the era of Algol
60 and Pascal—was a key time for software engineering, so that the design of
strongly typed languages, which were type safe, coincided with the beginning
of the discipline of engineering software.
C.A.R. Hoare, a member of the IFIP Working Group in Algol (WG 2.1) active
in the original design of Algol 68 [Bergin and Gibson 1996], was the keynote
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speaker at the ﬁrst Principles of Programming Languages (POPL) conference
in Boston in 1973. In that talk he spoke of types as “eliminating low-level pro-
gramming errors when checked by compiler” [Hoare 1974a; van Wijngaarden
et al. 1968]. Furthermore he claimed that types are essential to program design
and documentation. He stated that denoting a declared name and structure or
range of values for every variable is the “most important aspect of clear pro-
gramming” [Hoare 1974a].
In 1977, John Gannon performed an interesting experiment showing that
declared types and type checking could increase the fraction of programming
errorscaughtbeforeproductionoftheﬁnalprogram[Gannon1977].Inaddition,
theprogrammershestudiedwhoweretheleastexperienced,beneﬁtedthemost
from compile-time typing. In an earlier paper, Gannon and Horning [1975] had
explored issues of language design for reliability through experiments with
students. They stated that declared types provided useful “redundancy” that
caused errors to transform valid programs into invalid programs; they also
noted that type checking caught logical errors, not syntactic errors.
The ﬁrst widely used programming language to feature explicitly typed vari-
ables was Algol 60. In designing Pascal, which was based on Algol 60, N. Wirth
intended the programming language “to make available a language suitable
to teach programming as a systematic discipline” and “to develop implementa-
tions of the language that were both reliable and efﬁcient on presently avail-
able computers” [Wirth 1971b]. It was the ﬁrst language to introduce user-
deﬁned types, including records and subranges. However, Pascal’s subrange
types caused some problems in its type system, since operations on subranges
could not be checked fully at compile time. In addition, Pascal extended the
data structure constructs in Algol 60 (e.g., arrays) by introducing record struc-
tures with heterogeneously typed ﬁelds. Pascal allowed variants of records in
which the value of a tag ﬁeld determined the current type of the variant; how-
ever, most Pascal compilers offered no run-time type check of these tags, so the
use of variant records was type unsafe.P ascal also introduced the use of heap
storage with pointer-valued variables that had heap addresses as their values.
Habermann [1973] criticized the subrange construct because there can be
expressions whose operands are subrange type values, but whose result has no
type! Habermann also argued that structures are not types, primarily because
operations on structures are actually operations on their constituent elements,
not on the structure itself; therefore, a characteristic property of a type, that is,
being a value as well as operations on that value, is not fulﬁlled [Habermann
1973]. These critiques of types in Pascal can been seen as addressing issues
of program understandability and readability as well as good programming
language design.
The unsatisfying lack of orthogonality in design was clearly addressed by
Algol 68 [Tanenbaum 1976; van Wijngaarden et al. 1968], which offered a rich
system of user-deﬁned types. The fact that all types could be used in all con-
texts rendered Algol 68 easier to learn, although some argued that Algol 68
programs were difﬁcult to understand. The designers of Algol 68 achieved their
goal of being able to validate type safety of programs fully at compile-time, even
while allowing constrained type unions, which safely offered the functionality
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of the variant records in Pascal. Unfortunately, Algol 68, although novel, never
attained popularity or general usage outside of the research world.
Cardelli and Wegner [1985] stressed that a type “protects an underlying
untyped representation from arbitrary or unintended use.” They differentiated
thegoalofstatictyping(i.e.,completetypecheckingatcompile-time)usedbythe
earlyprogramminglanguagesfromthegoalofstrongtypingcombiningcompile-
time and run-time type checking to achieve type safety. They characterized
theseearlyprogramminglanguageswithdeclaredtypesintermsoftheirability
to achieve the goal of strong typing. Some of the problems with array types and
variant records in Pascal have been mentioned previously; in addition, Pascal
failed to require the complete type of procedures passed as parameters to be
speciﬁed.
During the late 1960s and 1970s, the emphasis on data abstraction in lan-
guages such as Simula 67 and Modula-2, enabled richer notions of types includ-
ing inheritance (in Simula 67, already discussed in Section 3.1.3), modules with
opaque types at the interfaces to facilitate information hiding (in Modula-2),
and parametric polymorphism (in ML) [Cardelli and Wegner 1985]. During this
same period, the inﬂuential International Conference on Reliable Software was
held in 19754 and discussions on types were prevalent.
In 1980, there was a workshop on Data Abstraction, Databases, and Concep-
tual Modeling attended by researchers from software engineering, databases,
and artiﬁcial intelligence [Rowe et al. 1980]. The transcript of a panel consider-
ing the topic What is a type? from the viewpoint of each of these research com-
munities, features wide-ranging discussions of this question. A central theme
was the value and practical viability of abstract data types, as a construct with
separate speciﬁcation and implementation, and with encapsulation of values.
Panelist Mary Shaw’s remarks emphasized the needs for types to convey infor-
mation about constraints on values and how they can be used. Ira Goldstein,
another panelist, explained the concept of a class with methods from Smalltalk,
(in which he was programming at the time), a world of hierarchical types. Ted
Codd, a panelist, associated a notion of type with ideas in relational databases.
All of these researchers agreed that a notion of type adds structure and deﬁni-
tion to the use of values in their respective subﬁelds of computer science.
The emphasis on building software from components in the software en-
gineering community during the 1970s, was reﬂected in programming lan-
guage research in data abstraction, object-oriented programming and modu-
larity [Wegner 1984].
At this same time, the designers of Smalltalk were providing a practical
demonstration of how abstract data types with encapsulation might be inte-
grated into a programming language. Smalltalk uses run-time type checking
(type by use). Some research projects deﬁned compile-time checkable types for
Smalltalk [Graver and Johnson 1990]. This goal could be accomplished only
by separating subclassing from subtyping rather than considering them as
equivalent and thereby restricting inheritance. These research results were
4The conference was subsequently held annually from 1976–1979, demonstrating the emphasis on
reliability in the research community at that time.
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not incorporated in the deﬁnition of Smalltalk, but may have affected the def-
inition of inheritance in C++ and Java, and the addition of strong typing to
these programming languages.
Ada used strong typing to check consistency of deﬁnition and usage of pa-
rameters in packages. However, Ada components (or packages) had some weak-
nesses as well. Wegner [1984] describes how Ada components can communicate
not only through interfaces, but also through global variables and pointers into
the heap. In addition, packages and processes in Ada did not integrate well; for
example, Ada packages were not protected against concurrent access by tasks.
These aspects of Ada hinder it as a basis for software component technology,
according to Wegner. He discussed software reuse in terms of how it relates
to software productivity; most signiﬁcant are reuse of software components in
different applications and reuse of components in different versions of a given
program [Wegner 1984].
Both Ada and CLU offered generic templates for data abstractions, param-
eterized by the type of the data. These embodied the notion of generating spe-
ciﬁc software components of the sort needed for the application, while only
maintaining one copy of the code. These languages offered parametric polymor-
phism in that an explicit type parameter was used to instantiate the function
argument; this kind of polymorphism was described by Cardelli and Wegner
[1985] as “macro-expansion driven by the type of the arguments.” Wegner re-
marked that the emphasis on reuse embodied in Ada packages, also implied
an emphasis on portability (i.e., reuse of software across machines), modular-
ity (i.e., reuse of software across programs), and maintainability (i.e., reuse of
unchanged portions of code after other portions are changed) [Wegner 1984].
Frankel [1993] discussed how Ada generics “encourage and assist the imple-
mentation of reusable software.” He cited Ada’s strong typing and separation
of package speciﬁcation from implementation as language features supporting
abstraction, and necessary for reuse to be accomplished in an efﬁcient manner.
Frankelemphasizedthatbuildingagenericversionofcodeisolatesthereusable
portionfromthepartthatisuniquetoeachuser.Bothofthekindsofreusability
he discussed—as-is and with-modiﬁcation—can be realized with generics.
Research in the programming language design community at this time ex-
amined the relation between subtyping and subclassing, and their inﬂuence
on possible choices for object-oriented programming language design [Madsen
et al. 1990]. Madsen et al. contrasted the two uses of subclassing, for establish-
ing a type system through specialization and for code sharing. They discussed
a type system as a “means for detecting certain program errors, type errors”
and considered combinations of compile-time and run-time type checking to
achieve type safety, also including the checking needs of parameterized types.
They expected a type system to allow desirable “early error reporting” when
compile-time checking is possible. This paper is an example of many research
papers in the programming language design community of the time, concerned
with building type systems that would enhance program reliability in the new
language paradigm.
The emergence of object-oriented programming languages in the 1980s and
1990s was cotemporal with increasing concern in the software engineering
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community about how to design and build large, modular systems from pieces
with clearly deﬁned interfaces using teams of programmers. The ability to en-
sure software reliability was questioned and more emphasis was placed on
reuse of tested or provably correct software.
Designed in the mid-1980s, C++ was the ﬁrst widely used object-oriented
language for commercial software. C++ offered the creator of a new type (or
class) the ability to deﬁne implicit type conversions between that type and an-
other; these are used by the compiler for resolving types in uses where coercion
is necessary. Murray [1988] discussed problems with this language feature that
can occur when too many conversions are deﬁned, leading to ambiguities that
require casting to ﬁx. In addition, this feature may make it possible for new
declarations to break existing code. This discussion was in the context of C++
libraries, whose usage was growing at the time. Translating these concerns to
software engineering terms, as a programming language expert Murray was
worrying about effective software reuse, support for program understanding,
and code extensibility.
Wegner [1984] viewed inheritance in classes as structuring components so
that they are easily reused. He compared libraries in Ada, which are ﬂat in
structure, with libraries in Smalltalk, which have a tree structure. He sug-
gested the idea that object-oriented language mechanisms can embody seman-
tic knowledge that can aid in software reuse.
Reuse research in the late 1980s focused on libraries, reusable components,
and reusable support environments [Prieto-Diaz 1993]. There are many differ-
ent types of reuse considered—ideas, artifacts, processes—but the connection
with programming language design is best viewed from the perspective of ad
hoc and compositional reuse. Ad hoc reuse involves reuse of libraries with user-
friendlyretrievalmechanisms;compositionalreusereferstocomposingexisting
components to furnish parts of new systems. Both of these involve reuse of code,
with (black box), or without (white box), modiﬁcation [Prieto-Diaz 1993].
ThestandardizedinterfacesoftheC++STLandtheJavaJDKcanbeseenas
providing tools for these sorts of reuse. Stroustrup stated that C++ templates
were intended to be added to the language when their design and implemen-
tation issues were fully explored. The need for standardized libraries in C++
wasc lear in 1988 [Stroustrup 1993] when he ﬁrst presented templates at the
USENIXC++conference.Hechosetousegenericsbecausetheyprovidedstatic
type checking and cited the provision of good libraries as desirable, and almost
necessary, for acceptance of an object-oriented programming language. Looking
at Dr. Dobb’s Journal and the C/C++ Users Journal from the 1990s, we ﬁnd
several articles about programming with the standard template library (STL),
evidence of language design responding to reuse issues [Plauger 1995; Keffer
1995]. The addition of generics to Java 1.5 and the strong interest expressed
in the generics offered by C++ are further evidence that a concern with reuse
issues affected programming language design.
Strong typing was added to programming languages to enhance software re-
liability, at a time when this was a focus of the software engineering research
community. The development of user-deﬁned packages and generics were di-
rect responses to concerns about software reuse. The time line graph showing
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Fig. 2. Time line for Types and Exceptions. The arrows in the diagram on the right show relations
between programming language and software engineering concepts, and the times of their ﬁrst
appearance. The programming languages listed to the left of the time line are shown at their
inception year. Some of the concepts on the right appear in some of the programming languages on
the left.
the interactions between types in programming languages and the software
engineering research related to types is given in Figure 2.
3.3 Exceptions
Exceptions are features that were added to programming languages to provide
the programmer the capability to specify what should happen when unusual
execution conditions occur, albeit infrequently. Originally in programming lan-
guages, such atypical conditions resulted in control being relinquished to the
operating system that then aborted the execution of the program in a forced
termination.Butwhensuchconditions,howeverinfrequent,canbeanticipated,
the programmer can write code to react to them and to gracefully handle them.
Exceptionsandexceptionhandlercodesarethemechanismprovidedbymodern
programming languages to address this problem.
The historic introduction and development of exception mechanisms in pro-
gramming languages is intertwined with considerations of software reliability
and fault-ﬁnding in software engineering. The ﬁrst precursor of an exception-
like construct is found in Lisp 1.5, a language designed by John McCarthy in
the mid-1950s [Gabriel personal communication; McCarthy et al. 1965]. This
language featured a function named errset that allowed the Lisp interpreter
and compiler to gracefully exit from an error when one occurred. This func-
tion used a mechanism for counting the number of cons operations performed
within a loop in order to stop an unbounded computation. The errset construct
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allowed suppression of error statements and a program restart under certain
conditions after an error occurred [McCarthy et al. 1965].
PL/I, a programming language developed by IBM and representatives of its
user community (i.e., SHARE [Radin 1981]) concurrently with System 360 in
the mid-1960s [Radin 1981], included some facilities for dealing with control
ﬂow that were atypical for a high-level language. Previous languages had had
few facilities for dealing with exceptional conditions during execution, such
as end of ﬁle, overﬂow, bad data, and so forth. The PL/I language designers
wanted to give programmers the ability to write reliable and safe programs
totallyintheirlanguage[Radin1981].TheONconditionfeaturewasintroduced
into PL/I to allow speciﬁcation of the actions to be taken when one of a set
of 23 unusual, but anticipatable situations occurred during execution. User-
deﬁnedONconditionswerealsoallowed.Therewereseveralproblemswiththis
mechanism: (i) an ON unit was dynamically associated with its invocation by
an exceptional condition occurrence, rather than being associated lexically with
the excepting statement or operation, and (ii) global variables were often used
tocommunicatedatatotheONunitcode[Library1970;MacLaren1977;Liskov
and Snyder 1979].5 The construct proved difﬁcult to use, in part because the ﬁx-
upactionsweretotakeplaceinthestatethatpertainedwhentheONstatement
was executed. Nevertheless, the philosophy of programming language design
for reliability demanded that this facility (or something like it) be included in
the programming language deﬁnition.
By the mid-1970s, software reliability was a strong concern in both the soft-
ware engineering and programming languages communities. In March 1977,
SIGPLAN, SIGOPS and SIGSOFT cosponsored the Conference on Language
Design for Reliable Software in Raleigh, NC. The Communications of the ACM
featuredaspecialissueonlanguagedesignforreliablesoftwareinAugust1977.
The exception mechanisms in today’s languages were inﬂuenced by research
in software engineering. In the Communications of the ACM in December 1975,
John B. Goodenough discussed issues in exception handling, classifying the
types of exception usages as (i) dealing with domain or range failure of an op-
eration (ii) indicating the signiﬁcance of a result, or (iii) permitting monitoring
of an operation. When range failure is indicated, the operation may need to
be aborted, retried, or terminated, yielding partial results. A domain failure
requires modiﬁcation of the input or an abort of the operation. Exception type
(ii) is not a range failure, but requires that additional information be passed
back to the user about the operation. Exception type (iii) is usually resumed
after the user examines the information about the operation passed back by the
exception. Not all of these are error conditions; Goodenough [1975a] described
them“asameansofconvenientlyinterleavingactionsbelongingtodifferentlev-
els of abstraction.” After reviewing some existing exception mechanisms of the
time, Goodenough discussed requirements for good exception handling, which
should “help prevent and detect programmer errors” according to Gannon and
5Note: no parameters were allowed in ON conditions; standard condition built-in functions were
provided to query information such as the name of the procedure in which the condition was experi-
enced [Library 1970]. See also http://www.kednos.com/pli/docs/USERS GUIDE/6292pro 023.html.
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Horning [1975]. He argued the effectiveness of lexical (or static) association
of handlers with operations that may throw exceptions. These included both
language-deﬁned and user-deﬁned (subroutines) operations, with explicit dec-
laration of those exceptions that may be thrown as the result of a call. He
advocated compile-time checking of the completeness of exception handling.
His model of exception handling included the possibility of resuming execution
as well as termination, and allowed the use of default exception handlers.
Goodenough’s [1975a] paper codiﬁed the ideas presented in his earlier pa-
per [Goodenough 1975b] at the second Symposium on Principles of Program-
mingLanguages(POPL)(January1975),themajorprogramminglanguagesre-
search conference at that time. This is an example of how software engineering
researchers, concerned about issues of software reliability, directly contributed
to programming language design.
In addition to Goodenough’s contributions to exception handing, during this
same year Brian Randell described his own construct for error detection and
recovery [Randell 1975] in a paper delivered at the International Conference on
Reliable Software.H edeﬁned a structured mechanism called recovery blocks
whichweretobeusedwhenanunanticipatedfaultoccurred.Horningdescribed
exception handlers as “useful” and “intended to cope with particular antici-
pated, but unusual, situations” [Horning 1979]. Horning suggested that recov-
ery blocks and exceptions could coexist in the same code as what he termed “an
attractive compromise.”
Duringtheperiodofthesesoftwareengineeringdiscussionsonhowprogram-
ming languages should be designed to facilitate the handling of faults, a new
programminglanguage,CLU[LiskovandZilles1975;Liskovetal.1977;Liskov
1993] was designed based on the ideas of abstraction and speciﬁcation. CLU
was designed to enable good program construction of moderate-sized (by mod-
ern standards) codes, emphasizing the use of software engineering techniques
such as data abstraction and program veriﬁcation, as well as programming
language theory in terms of formal (algebraic) speciﬁcations. In the chapter
on exceptions, Liskov and Guttag [1986] described the need to “program defen-
sively,”thatistowriteeachprocedure“todefenditselfagainsterrors.”A“robust
program” is “one that continues to behave reasonably even in the presence of
errors” [Liskov and Guttag 1986]. This is a strong emphasis on this aspect of
programming language design being motivated by software engineering con-
siderations; this ﬁts well with Goodenough’s [1975a] emphases.
Liskov and Snyder [1979] discussed the design of the exception handling
mechanism in CLU and gave credit to Goodenough speciﬁcally for inﬂuenc-
ing them through his paper [Goodenough 1975a]. They discussed their design
with regard to other previous approaches, as well. For example, the CLU model
expects that exceptions not handled locally where they are raised, will be han-
dled by the immediate caller of a procedure. (Of course, the handler code can
rethrow an exception to pass it upwards through the call chain, one link at a
time.) Liskov and Snyder pointed out that this is consistent with Goodenough’s
model, but not with the deﬁnition of exception handling in PL/I or Mesa. Their
discussion of the resumption versus termination model of exception handling,
explicitly referenced Goodenough’s model in his 1975 paper [Liskov and Snyder
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1979]. Thus, it is clear that for CLU, programming language design was di-
rectly inﬂuenced by software engineering research, although the researcher
(Goodenough) presented his ideas to both communities [Goodenough 1975a,
1975b].
The Ada programming language was deﬁned in the late 1970s according to
speciﬁcations set by the US Department of Defense, as a modern programming
language that was to be the universal software lingua franca for their projects.
The Rationale for the Design of the Ada Programming Language [Ichbiah et al.
1979] described the evolution of the Green candidate language written as
part of the process of deﬁning what was to become standardized as Ada. The
Rationale was written to record design decisions and inﬂuences on the Ada lan-
guage. The chapter on exception handling in the Rationale references the ear-
lier Goodenough article [Goodenough 1975a] in two ways. It uses Goodenough’s
classiﬁcation of exceptions as either allowing program execution termination
or resumption after handling, but rejects the resumption model of handling in
favor of always terminating execution.
The Rationale also references a technical memo by Bron et al. [1975] that
discussed desirable properties of an error-handling mechanism to provide for
program termination under exceptional conditions. These desirable properties
were formulated so that operational semantics could be deﬁned for those pro-
gramsrequiringthisconstruct.Thesuggestedprogrammer-controlledtermina-
tion mechanism was associated with a block of operations; it allowed programs
tobewrittenwiththeusualinputassertions,withthehandlingofbadinputnot
affecting program structure, and resulting in a cost only to those blocks where
it might be used. These ideas inﬂuenced the design of Ada exception handling.
The Rationale also refers to the Bliss language [Wulf et al. 1971] developed
at DEC in the mid-1970s as inﬂuential in the deﬁnition of Ada exceptions. The
Rationale emphasizes that the designers wanted to being able to prove the
correctness of programs [Luckham and Polak 1980] and to optimize programs
with exceptions. These properties led to the rejection of the resumption model,
which renders both of these difﬁcult.
PerryinhisICSE’89award-winningpaperentitledThe InscapeEnvironment
discussed the speciﬁcation and design of exception handling as an integral part
of system development when large systems are built by many developers. His
modelforspecifyingexceptionsisbasedonanextensionofHoare’sinput/output
predicates [Hoare 1969; Perry 1989]. Perry examined the Larch speciﬁcation
language [Guttag et al. 1985], but preferred a nonalgebraic approach. It is clear
from his paper that Perry was inﬂuenced by programming language technol-
ogy in his choice of how to specify exceptions and their handling in Inscape,
whose goal was to provide an integrated software development environment
for large groups of developers building large software systems. He described
a design in which module interface speciﬁcations include descriptions of both
exceptions to be handled and handling strategies. His program construction
tool checked that exceptions are handled as speciﬁed in the constructed code.
Changes in exception handling are considered by the change evolution man-
ager component of his system. The Inscape environment shows that the treat-
ment of exceptions in programming languages in the late 1980s inﬂuenced
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software engineering research on the design of programming development
environments.
The subject of exception handling and how it should be added to C++ was
a major topic of debate at the 1990 USENIX C++ Conference.K oenig and
Stroustrup [1993] argued for their model of exceptions as objects (which was
eventually incorporated in C++)i ntheir 1990 USENIX C++ Conference pa-
per. They also referred to the termination model of PL/I, CLU and Modula-3
[Harbison 1992] as preferable to any resumption model. Essentially, C++ ex-
ception handling seems an outgrowth of the techniques deﬁned in CLU and
Modula-3. Statements are executed within a try block, which has associated
catch blocks (typed exception handlers) that are handlers for some of the excep-
tions that can be thrown from within the try block. This design was inﬂuenced
bytheworkonfault-tolerantsystemsbyB.Randall[EllisandStroustrup1990].
Again we see programming language design being inﬂuenced by software en-
gineering research. Exceptions are handled locally or by walking up the call
chain to ﬁnd the ﬁrst appropriately typed handler. The set of exceptions pos-
sibly thrown by a function (directly or indirectly) can be listed as part of the
function declaration. Violations of this exception speciﬁcation are dealt with
at run-time, not compile time as in Java. This decision to avoid compile-time
checking was in part due to the ability to link to C, functions that have no
explicit exception constructs. When a function with an exception-speciﬁcation
throws an exception not on its list, then the function void unexpected() is
called and execution is usually halted.
More recently, aspect-oriented programming describes how crosscutting con-
cerns in an object-oriented program can be addressed by new compositional
mechanisms in addition to inheritance. At ICSE 2000, this new paradigm was
used by having aspects [Kiczales et al. 1997] express the detection and han-
dling of exceptions [Lippert and Lopes 2000]. The main idea was to reduce the
amount of redundant handling code in a program. The speciﬁc language used,
AspectJ, allowed abstract crosscuts (i.e., templates) that can be instantiated
in many different locations where exception handling required the same ac-
tions. In their case study using a large Java application containing 750 classes
(including 150 test classes), the authors reduced the size of the exception han-
dling code from 10.9% of the total lines of code to 2.9% lines of code on average.
This represented a signiﬁcant reduction in catch statements over the original
program. This research paper is indicative of the strong interaction between
software engineering and programming language research and researchers. In
this case, a paper describing how to code exceptions (a programming language
mechanism) to ensure program reliability (a software engineering desiderata)
through the use of aspects (a programming language mechanism) was pre-
sented at the premier annual software engineering conference.
As another example of the close tie between the disciplines, Robillard and
Murphy [2000] discussed in their paper why the design of exception handling
in an application is so difﬁcult. The focus is software design, namely how to
regularize the exceptions that are passed between components of a software
system,butintertwinedinthediscussionistheessentialcharacterofexceptions
and their handling in Java. The technique applied is software compartmenting,
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ﬁrst described by Litke [1990] at the TRI-Ada 1990 Conference. This technique
divides software into compartments, deﬁnes precise and complete exception
interfaces for each compartment, and automatically veriﬁes the conformance
of the actual program to compartment speciﬁcation [Robillard and Murphy
2000]. The paper described a case study of software compartmenting using the
authors’ own Java tool as data. The authors also developed guidelines for Java
exception usage. In their discussion, they referred to exception handling both
in CLU and C++. This is another software engineering research project that
builds on programming language design and research.
Figure 2 provides a time line for concepts related to types and exceptions.
3.4 Concurrency
The theoretical foundation of the concurrency that is expressed in program-
ming languages today was laid in the 1960s and early 1970s. Initially, the need
for concurrency in programming languages was driven by applications, such
as simulation in Simula 67 [Dahl and Nygaard 1967]. The initial concurrent
construct that appeared in Simula 67 was a coroutine, which allowed a quasi-
parallel execution of the program. In 1965, Dijkstra published an important
paper in which he described how to use concurrency to express the solution
to the problem of sharing data among concurrent processes. In 1968, Dijkstra
[1968a] showed how to use semaphores to solve a variety of synchronization
problems and introduced the famous dining philosophers problem.
At the same time, Algol 68 [van Wijngaarden et al. 1968] was the ﬁrst pro-
gramming language to allow expression of true concurrency by the programmer
through the parbegin-end construct. Later, [Courtois et al. 1971] introduced the
readers/writers problem and formulated solutions to it using semaphores.
During the 1970s, most concurrency was expressed at the operating sys-
tem level, through time-sharing operating systems with multiprogramming.
In his HOPL-II article on Concurrent Pascal, Brinch Hansen relates how “the
idea of monitors evolved through discussions and communications among E. J.
Dijkstra, C.A.R. Hoare, and me (Brinch Hansen) during the summer and fall of
1971” [Hansen 1996]. Inﬂuenced by the work of Dahl in Simula 67, the concur-
rency model of Concurrent Pascal, developed in the mid-1970s, reﬁned the def-
inition of monitors into a key language construct [Hansen 1972, 1975]. Brinch
Hansen describes a monitor as “a set of shared procedures which can delay and
activate individual processes and perform operations on shared data” [Hansen
1996]. Conceptually, monitors can be viewed as an extension of the idea of an
abstract data type to a concurrency setting.
C.A.R. Hoare later described his implementation of monitors [Hoare 1974b]
built with semaphores, for shared memory concurrency models in operating
systems. According to Brinch Hansen, Hoare’s ideas were available in public
presentations in 1972 and 1973. Thus, these two researchers codeveloped the
monitorconcept.Later,inhisseminalpaperin1978,Hoaredescribednotational
tools for programming languages to express concurrency, that is, communicat-
ing sequential processes (CSP) for message-passing concurrency models [Hoare
1978]. Clearly, there was close interaction between programming language
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Fig. 3. Time line for Concurrency. The arrows in the diagram on the right show relations between
constructs related to concurrency, with the times of their ﬁrst appearance. The programming lan-
guages listed to the left of the time line are shown at their inception year. Not all the programming
languages shown contain concurrency constructs.
designers and software engineering researchers in these early days when the
two disciplines were beginning to distinguish themselves from one another.
Ada [DOD 1980], also designed in the mid-1970s, was the ﬁrst widely used
programming language designed with language constructs for concurrency,
based on Hoare’s message-passing CSP. Java [Gosling et al. 1996], introduced
in the mid-1990s, advanced the monitor concept by encapsulating access to
shared data by synchronized methods and code blocks.
As is evidenced by this historical narrative, the early uniﬁed software en-
gineering and programming language community heavily inﬂuenced the con-
cepts and the notation used to express concurrency in programming languages.
There is also evidence that the more recent software engineering research has
focused on building tools and techniques for managing and analyzing concur-
rent programs. This includes work in program analysis, testing, anomaly detec-
tion, replay and debugging of concurrent programs. Surprisingly, except for the
early research in the 1960–1970s, there has been little inﬂuence as evidenced
through published works of software engineering research on the design of con-
current constructs in programming languages, although language constructs
for concurrency continue to be developed [IEEESW 1989].
The time line for concurrent constructs is given in Figure 3.
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4. VISUAL PROGRAMMING: FROM RESEARCH TO PRACTICAL USE
This report thus far has focused on the impact of software engineering research
on programming languages that have textual syntax, but visual syntaxes for
programming have also become important in recent years, as the popularity
of Visual Basic helps to demonstrate. Although software engineering research
generally aims to improve the quality of software and the processes, languages,
and tools used to create this software, most of this work focuses only indirectly
on the human programmers who create the software. In contrast to this ma-
jority, research on visual programming aims directly at the human aspects of
programming. Therefore, in this section, we focus on the evolution of visual
programming properties that are becoming mainstream, as they relate to the
cognitive problem-solving needs of human programmers.
Visual programming refers to any system that allows a program to be spec-
iﬁed using two- (or more) dimensional expressions, such as diagrams, icons,
color coding, multi-dimensional annotations, and/or even graphical actions
themselves [Burnett and McIntyre 1995]. When multi-dimensional expres-
sions, called visual expressions, are the syntax of a new programming language,
the system is called a visual programming language.F or example, Prograph
[Cox et al. 1989] was a research (and later, commercial) object-ﬂow visual pro-
gramming language in which components of the classes were speciﬁed by plac-
ing icons, and whose method syntax consisted of dataﬂow diagrams. Another
example is Peridot [Myers 1990], a research visual programming language for
programming user interfaces, part of whose syntax was the demonstration of
actions on data objects. When the visual expressions are used to provide a
supporting environment for a preexisting textual programming language, the
system is a visual programming environment.F or example, Pecan [Reiss 1984]
wasaresearch visual programming environment for Pascal. Snapshots of vi-
sual programming approaches of the 1980s, when many of these approaches
emerged, are shown in Figure 4.
In general, the aim of visual programming is to reduce the cognitive bur-
den on human programmers, through devices that reduce the mental effort
required to access and make sense of the available information. Although vi-
sual programming research spans multiple subdisciplines of computer science,
alargeportionofithastakenplacewithinthesoftwareengineeringcommunity.
The impact of visual programming research upon modern programming lan-
guages lies in two areas. The ﬁrst area of impact is the use of visual com-
munication devices to illustrate programs and their behavior in software de-
velopment environments for professional programmers. Today visual devices
that descended from early visual programming research can be found in many
modern software development environments. The second area of impact is the
design of visual programming languages that are viable for audiences who are
not expert programmers in traditional programming languages. Visual Basic,
which is of great practical importance given its wide usage, demonstrates both
of these impact areas.
In other sections of this article, we have discussed software engineering re-
search culminating in programming language constructs that enable language
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of 1980s era visual programming systems: Clockwise from left: Prograph pro-
gramming was done by drawing dataﬂow diagrams (left; ﬁgure re-created from Cox et al. [1989]),
and Prograph objects arriving at the ports on the dataﬂow diagram could be inspected by double-
clicking to reveal the object structure and values shown (top; ﬁgure is from TGS Systems [1990]).
PECAN (right) featured a variety of graphical and textual views of Pascal programs, and visually
highlighted the portion of the code being executed in both of the views shown (ﬁgure is from Reiss
[1984]). Peridot allowed programmers to specify user interfaces by directly placing the GUI objects
as desired and demonstrating the objects’ responses to GUI events (bottom; ﬁgure is from Myers
[1990]).
processing systems to automatically detect or prevent certain reliability issues
in a program. For example, abstraction constructs allow some inappropriate
data accesses to be prevented by the system, and type checking allows the
system to detect type errors. However, the primary inﬂuence of the visual pro-
gramming work was less on new language constructs per se, and more on lan-
guage properties that are realizable by visual programming mechanisms. Fur-
ther, these properties are tied to enabling human programmers, rather than
language processing systems, to detect or avoid certain reliability issues in a
program. We begin by considering four properties that emerged from the vi-
sual programming research done in the software engineering community prior
to 1991: concreteness, directness, explicitness, and immediate visual feedback.
We then show examples of how these properties have been instantiated in Vi-
sual Basic, which emerged in 1991.
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4.1 Emergence of Visual Programming Properties
Although there were a few pioneering works in visual programming in the
1960s and 1970s (e.g., Sutherland [1963, 1966]; Smith [1977]), in the 1980s
visual programming gathered momentum as a research area in the program-
ming language and software engineering communities, initially following two
approaches. One concentrated on mapping each traditional programming con-
struct one-to-one to an icon (e.g., Glinert and Tanimoto [1984]). The other con-
centrated on new visual approaches to programming that deviated signiﬁcantly
from the traditional methods, such as programming by wiring together con-
straints (e.g., Borning [1981]) or by demonstrating desired behaviors on the
screen (e.g., Rubin et al. [1985]). Many of these systems had advantages that
seemed exciting and intuitive when demonstrated with toy programs, but ran
into difﬁcult problems when attempts were made to extend them to more real-
istically sized programs. These problems led to an early disenchantment with
visual programming, causing some to believe that visual programming was
inherently unsuited to real work.
To address these problems, visual programming research moved in two di-
rections. The ﬁrst direction involved the incorporation of visual expressions
into integrated programming language environments, for those speciﬁc parts
of software development in which visual expressions demonstrated obvious ad-
vantages for human programmers. The second direction, involving the develop-
ment of domain-speciﬁc languages, increased not only the kinds of applications
suitable for visual programming from start to ﬁnish, but also broadened the set
of people who could program.
4.1.1 Visual Programming via Programming Environments. Starting
in the early 1980s, integrated programming environments such as
Smalltalk [Goldberg 1984], the Cornell Program Synthesizer [Teitelbaum
and Reps 1981], Cedar [Teitelman 1984], Pecan [Reiss 1984], and Gandalf
[Habermann and Notkin 1986] began incorporating visual expressions. (For
a history of the increasing use of visual expressions during the evolution of
language environments, see Ambler and Burnett [1989].) The synergy of visual
language research with language environment research led to the advent of
practical visual programming environments for traditional languages. The vi-
sual expressions were used for selected aspects of software development (e.g.,
for GUI programming), for explicitly depicting relationships and ﬂow, and for
visually combining textually-programmed units to build new programs (e.g.,
Hirakawa et al. [1990]). Eventually, this merging combined syntax-directed
editing and grammars for both textual and visual expressions (e.g., Chang et al.
[1989], Crimi et al. [1990], and Helm et al. [1991]), which further increased the
viability of incorporating visual expressions into programming environments.
The successes and failures from these early approaches led to investigation
into more general properties of visual programming, and how these properties
were linked with supporting human programmers’ software development ef-
forts. For example, one critical reason for the success of incorporating visual
expressions into programming environments was that doing so promoted the
property known as directness or closeness of mapping [Green and Petre 1996]:
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allowing the programmer to express solutions to a subproblem (e.g., GUI lay-
out) using a notation similar to the problem itself (e.g., by drawing the desired
layout). Directness is important because it avoids the cognitive burden and as-
sociated error potential of translating from one way of describing ideas to a
different way.
Other properties supporting human problem-solving are explicitness, con-
creteness, and immediate visual feedback. Explicitness in depicting relation-
ships and dependencies, such as via dataﬂow diagrams, eliminates the error-
prone work of tracking down these relationships manually. The property of
concreteness denotes working with concrete data values to express or explore
program logic. Consider a function or procedure deﬁnition, which is abstract
in the sense that it does not include any actual data from a speciﬁc instance
of invocation. When writing such a function, programmers have to model (in
their heads or on paper) the actual data that will be present when the function
is invoked. This modeling process is an additional attention cost that concrete
sample values can help to eliminate. A system’s ability to provide immediate
visual feedback about program semantics, such as immediately showing the
calculated result on values, is facilitated by concreteness. This feedback fea-
ture has been shown to be heavily used in problem-solving by both novice and
expert programmers [Green and Petre 1996]. As visual programming research
matured, it became evident that the support visual expressions can lend to
properties such as those described above, not the use of visual expressions per
se,i sthe aspect of visual programming important to human productivity in
problem solving and programming.
4.1.2 Domain-Speciﬁc Visual Programming Languages. The other direc-
tion followed by visual programming researchers was to increase the kinds
of applications suitable for visual programming from start to ﬁnish, through
the development of domain-speciﬁc languages. These researchers incorporated
the previously discussed properties. In addition, because many domain-speciﬁc
languages are aimed at speciﬁc types of audiences as well as speciﬁc types of
applications, these researchers began to focus more carefully on the audiences
for whom their languages were intended. Thus, visual programming became
an enabling mechanism for a phenomenon known as end-user programming,
in which people not trained as programmers develop their own applications.
Designing a visual language for use in a speciﬁc problem domain by a speciﬁc
audience is an example of language research that aims at supporting the di-
rectness property. It allows people to program directly in their domain-speciﬁc
notations using visual expressions (e.g., icons and diagrams) reﬂecting the par-
ticular abstractions, diagramming traditions, and vocabulary speciﬁc to that
domain, instead of requiring people to translate their vocabularies to tradi-
tional programming language terminology. This approach produced a number
of successes, ﬁrst in research and then in the marketplace. For example, today
such audiences include teachers creating educational simulation programs by
demonstration (e.g., Roschelle et al. [1999]) and laboratory scientists, who can
graphically wire measurement data through icons representing summariza-
tion and visualization tools using LabView, a commercial visual programming
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Fig. 5. Visual Basic. The center window shows Visual Basic’s direct placement of GUI
objects in the desired GUI layout. The StrikeThrough subobject has been selected, caus-
ing its type to be displayed along with its “properties” (lower right of the screen shot),
i.e., the object’s data members’ names and values.
language for the domain of laboratory measurement [Baroth and Hartsough
1995].
4.2 Visual Basic’s Instantiations of Visual Programming Properties
The properties described in the previous section can be seen in three of Vi-
sual Basic’s features: its support for GUI programming, its use of visual pro-
gramming in its integrated language environment, and its programming-by-
demonstration features (found in the language subset known as Visual Basic
for Applications or VBA).
The precursor to Visual Basic ﬁrst took shape during 1988–1990 as a visual
programming language for Windows shell programming not associated with
Basic [Arnson et al. 1992; Cooper 1996]. Microsoft purchased the concept, mar-
ried it to Basic, and Visual Basic made its debut in 1991. In the 1980s and early
1990s, the visual programming properties discussed previously had not yet be-
come widely recognized as such; rather, researchers were still experimenting
with speciﬁc features instantiating those properties. Thus, it is not surprising
that Visual Basic’s instantiations of these properties correspond to the speciﬁc
features of the pioneering systems such as those in Figure 4.
For example, the directness property ﬁgures prominently in one of the best
known features of Visual Basic, namely the ability to specify a GUI layout by
directly manipulating the visual properties of GUI objects (e.g., their placement
and size). The version of this feature in Visual Basic is shown in Figure 5. The
center window shows the support for programmers to be able to directly place
objects in a GUI as desired. This feature was pioneered in the Peridot visual
language [Myers 1990], as can be seen by comparing this window with Peridot’s
version (bottom of Figure 4).
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An instantiation of the immediate visual feedback property can also be seen
via the GUI objects in Figures 4 and 5. As these ﬁgures show, in Visual Basic
(as well as Peridot), moving and resizing the source code (i.e., elements of the
drawing on the screen) is immediately reﬂected in how the GUI appears, since
the representation of the source drawing and its ultimate result are one and
the same.
The immediate visual feedback property is due in part to the use of concrete-
ness in Visual Basic in the same manner as in Peridot. As Figure 5 shows in its
center window, programming is done via speciﬁc instances, not just abstract
variables, in performing manipulations of GUI objects. Also, the StrikeThrough
subobject has been selected, causing its properties to be displayed in the prop-
erties pane (lower right of Figure 5), which lists the object’s attributes/data
membersinacolumnontheleftalongwiththeirvaluesintherightcolumn.The
programmer can access and manipulate these properties, a capability reminis-
cent of the Values window of Prograph (top of Figure 4). In Prograph, as later in
Visual Basic, any value (object) can be opened via direct manipulation, causing
the object’s type to be shown (highlighted top left of Value window), along with
its attributes’/data members’ names (below the icons) and values (above the
icons).
The VBA subset of Visual Basic is embedded in several Microsoft products,
including Excel, PowerPoint, and Word. VBA has been the language to support
end users in the construction and editing of macros. Although the user can
create these macros by typing in VBA directly, the more usual approach is
to begin by demonstrating the desired logic via example (as in Peridot). For
example, in Excel a user can demonstrate a macro by recording the actions
theyperformonExcelobjects(cells,formulas,spreadsheets,etc.).VBA’ssupport
for programming-by-demonstration is another instantiation of the directness
property.
The explicitness property can also be seen in VBA. In VBA, when a user
chooses to step through execution one line at a time, the editor highlights the
lines being executed, a feature found in other modern visual environments as
well. This feature dates back to the Pecan visual programming environment
of 1984-1985 [Reiss 1984], which graphically highlighted the portions of code
being executed, as shown at the right side of Figure 4. This is an instantiation
of the explicitness property, since the system is explicitly depicting control ﬂow
as the system executes.
Visual Basic has, of course, also incorporated numerous language features
that are not related to visual programming. For example by 1992, Visual Basic
included the concept of objects, which eventually led to incorporation of a form
of classes in 1996.
4.3 Software Engineering Trends in Modern Visual Programming Research
Three recent software engineering trends have emerged in visual program-
ming research. First, software engineering research regarding language fea-
turessuchasabstraction,exceptionhandling,andtypes,discussedinSection3,
hasbeguntohavesigniﬁcantimpactsonvisualprogramminglanguagefeatures
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in the last few years. In order for visual programming languages to scale to in-
creasingly large software projects, researchers have worked to devise ways to
incorporate more powerful language features without loss of the properties that
assist human problem solving. Burnett et al. [1995] surveys the beginnings of
visual programming research in these directions.
Second, with the advent of end-user programming, emerging projects have
begun to consider the concept of end-user software engineering [Burnett et al.
2003]. This research draws from results of software engineering research into
how to support phases of the software lifecycle beyond the coding stage. Com-
bining this research with visual expressions, machine learning techniques, and
emerging HCI research, researchers are now developing new software engi-
neering methodologies to help end-user programmers reduce defects by sup-
porting them beyond the coding stage, such as with incremental visual testing
[Rothermel et al. 1998], semi-automatic defect detection [Bottoni et al. 1997;
Miller and Myers 2001; Raz et al. 2002], and tightly integrated assertion mech-
anisms [Burnett et al. 2003].
Third, as visual programming research has matured, researchers have
learned that visual programming research is not a matter of learning whether
visual expressions are overall superior to text-only notations: every notation
has strengths and weaknesses [Green and Petre 1996]. Rather, the essence of
visual programming research is to learn how to harness visual programming’s
expressive power to support particular properties that assist human cognition,
such as the closeness of mapping, concreteness, explicitness, and immediate
semantic feedback properties discussed above. Progress in this direction has
been made largely through multidisciplinary work that draws not only from
software engineering and language research but also from human-computer
interaction (HCI) research, with a strong emphasis on empirical work. One ex-
ample of this direction is the work of Pane et al. [2002], who devised a domain-
speciﬁc programming language only after performing empirical work with the
intended audience, to elicit the principles and constructs that were eventually
used in the design of the language. This increasing emphasis on drawing from
and contributing to empirical foundations is having an important impact on
the measurable effectiveness of visual programming. Further, by demonstrat-
ing the impact of empirically-based research involving humans on the genuine
effectiveness of software engineering techniques, an approach long advocated
by several software engineering researchers [Gannon 1977; Basili et al. 1986;
Tichy1998]buttoorarelyfollowed,visualprogrammingresearchmakesavalu-
able methodological contribution.
The time line graph for visual programming is provided in Figure 6.
5. INTERVIEWS WITH PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES DESIGNERS
To obtain ﬁrsthand historical information about the inﬂuence of software en-
gineering research on programming language design, a set of language de-
signers were contacted by email or phone and asked about inﬂuences on
their work. Designers who responded to us were Professor Boris Magnusson
(Simula 67), Professor Niklaus Wirth (Pascal, Modula), Dr. Jean Ichbiah (Ada),
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Fig. 6. Time line for visual languages.
Dr. Brian Kernighan (scripting languages), Dr. Bjarne Stroustrup (C++), Den-
nis Canady (Visual Basic), Tim Lindholm (Java), and Tucker Taft (Ada 95).
Each of the participating designers was sent the list of questions below and
then either answered them by email or phone.
The following questions were asked about the inﬂuences on the interviewees’
language designs, where xxx stands for the particular programming language
with which the designer was involved.
(1) What were the problems that you were addressing in your design for PL
xxx?
(2) Whatprogrammingpracticesorsoftwareengineeringresearchdoyouthink
inﬂuenced your language design, positively or negatively?
(3) Can you recollect any of the papers you were reading, the conferences you
were attending and the people you were talking to when you were designing
your language xxx?
(4) Were there speciﬁc applications that drove your design?
(5) If you were to design a programming language today, how would it differ
from current programming languages?
Dr. Kernighan, designer of awk, indicated that he thought there was little
inﬂuence of software engineering research on scripting languages. Kernighan
remarked, “I think there’s been only minimal back and forth between scripting
languages and software engineering, though perhaps it’s increasing. Speaking
speciﬁcallyforawk,therewasnoinﬂuenceatallfromany‘softwareengineering’
perspective ...as for the inﬂuence of scripting languages on software engineer-
ing, I don’t see much there either.” Thus, he declined to answer the questions
we posed.
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In this section, excerpts from these interviews are presented, in roughly
chronological order of the language they designed, to show relevant inﬂuences
between software engineering research and programming languages, as re-
called by the language designers.
Professor Boris Magnusson (Simula 67):
Professor Magnusson has personal knowledge of the early days of Simula
67. We were grateful for his participation, especially given the recent untimely
deaths of Nygaard and Dahl, who jointly won the ACM Turing Award in 2001
for the development of Simula 67.
1. What were the problems that you were addressing in your design
for Simula 67? Complexity of large software systems. The experience behind
Simula 67 came from developing large discrete event simulation models, pro-
grams that indeed tend to get large, complex and involved. These models also
include a notion of concurrency, although it is not necessarily reﬂected in the
execution of the model.
2. What programming practices or software engineering research do
you think inﬂuenced your language design, positively or negatively?
The notion of a safe language inherited from Algol is perhaps in this category,
the strive to ﬁnd trivial errors in a program, errors in respect to the language
deﬁnition, at an early stage. The inclusion of automatic garbage collection,
available in LISP systems at the time, was motivated by the same reason. Tony
Hoare’s work on record handling inﬂuenced the formation of the class concept.
[Ed. note: There is no separate response in this interview to question 3.]
4. Were there speciﬁc applications that drove your design? No! It
(Simula 67) is a general purpose programming language.
5. If you were to design a programming language today, how would
it differ from current programming languages? I would put more stress
on supporting building of notions of concurrency in the language. This point
is sadly missing in modern languages. Introducing ONE notion of concurrency
in a language, like Thread in Java, is too limiting. If you, for example, want to
write a program that animates a simulation, you need two different time bases
and scheduling mechanisms at the same time.
Professor Niklaus Wirth (Pascal, Modula):
Professor Wirth was awarded the ACM Turing Award in 1984 for developing
several innovative computer languages, including Modula and Pascal.
1. What were the problems that you were addressing in your design
for Pascal and Modula? Two purposes stood in the foreground: 1.To obtain a
language suitable for system programming...2. To obtain a language suitable
for teaching the fundamentals of programming in a lucid, systematic manner,
without undue references to particular computers and implementations.
2. What programming practices or software engineering research do
you think inﬂuenced your language design, positively or negatively?
Software Engineering was not yet a subject of research; even the term did not
exist. Programming methods was the name of the subject. Of great inﬂuence to
Pascal was Structured Programming, put forth by E. W. Dijkstra. This method
of proceeding in a design would obviously be greatly encouraged by the use of a
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Structured Language, a language with a set of constructs that could freely be
combined and nested. The textual structure of a program should directly reﬂect
its ﬂow of control.
Another key idea stemmed from the fact that the computing profession was
split into scientiﬁc computing and commercial data processing, and from my
attempt to unify their bases ....O fnegative inﬂuence was the need to win pro-
grammers for a new language. This need forced me to retain constructs and
facilities that programmers were used to and did not want to miss, although I
knewtheywouldhavetobeleftoutintheinterestofsaferprogramming.Exam-
ples are the go to statement, the variant record (data overlay), and incomplete
parameter type speciﬁcation.
3. Can you recollect any of the papers you were reading, the confer-
ences you were attending and the people you were talking to when you
were designing Pascal and Modula? By far the biggest inﬂuence came from
theReportonAlgol60.Myinterestinprogramminglanguageswasincreasedby
Prof. A. van Wijngaarden, who spent a sabbatical semester at Berkeley, where I
was working for my doctorate. I was brought in contact with the Algol Working
Group 2.1of IFIP, and there the most inﬂuential colleagueswere E. W. Dijkstra,
C. A. R. Hoare and P. Naur. We attended several work meetings and exchanged
many ideas, which ﬁrst led to Algol W (1966, implemented at Stanford), then
to Pascal (1970, implemented in Zurich).
Modula-2 followed in 1979 as intended successor to Pascal, and it grew out of
the need to further develop Pascal to cater for the needs of large systems (soft-
ware engineering). Several ideas came from the language Mesa (B. Lampson,
J. Mitchell, J. Morris, Ch. Geschke), to which I was introduced during a sab-
batical year at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center in 1976/7. My main con-
tribution was (as to some extent also in the case of Pascal) combining, molding
all constructs into a single, harmonious framework, and in simplifying them,
extracting the essentials and discarding the bells and whistles.
4.Weretherespeciﬁcapplicationsthatdroveyourdesign? Inthecase
of Pascal, the need for a decent language for teaching and for system program-
ming. In the case of Modula-2, the need for a language adequate for modular
system building, and the desire to ﬁnally get rid of antiquated constructs (such
as go to).
5. If you were to design a programming language today, how would
it differ from current programming languages? If you mean Java and
C# by current languages, then my answer is: Look at Oberon (1988). Most of
their features had been present in Oberon, my successor to Modula-2, some
7–10 years earlier. The chief difference to Java and C# is its size, in terms of
number of syntactic rules, of number of pages of deﬁnition, and in the size of its
compilers. The Report was only 16 pages long, and the entire Oberon compiler
took about 45 Kbyte, was very efﬁcient, and due to its transparency, highly
reliable. Oberon was Modula-2 with object-orientation.
The sad thing about new developments is that they always seem to turn
out more complex rather than simpler. Yet it is known that progress in (math-
ematical) sciences had mostly been through simpliﬁcation and uniﬁcation of
concepts.
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Dr. Jean Ichbiah (Ada):
Dr. Ichbiah was the principal designer of Ada.
[Ed. note: There is no separate response in this interview to question 1.]
2. What programming practices or software engineering research do
you think inﬂuenced your language design, positively or negatively?
Doing programming language design in the mid-1970s, we were addressing a
set of objectives derived from software engineering, deﬁnitely. These were the
yearswhenhardwarepriceswerecomingdownsigniﬁcantlyandmachineswere
becoming much cheaper. It was possible to run much larger applications, but
previous programming methods didn’t scale. It was like constructing a small
hut versus a skyscraper. Trying to scale methods of developing programs was
difﬁcult; the costs were increasing in exponential fashion rather than linearly
with program size...we learned how to scale with linear cost, by introducing
modularization and packaging.
Dijkstra had a profound idea, that programs should become closer to text.
If you could read a program and understand it, then it was a good program.
You should be able to read a program like a book; this was a notion of linearity.
The initial ideas were expressed in Dijkstra’s Go tos considered harmful paper,
but this title was a misnomer. Dijkstra was laying the foundation of how to
understand a program through linear thinking. Twenty-ﬁve years later we can
see the absolute necessity for this idea, that the complexity of code be linear in
its size. This was essential to allow systems to grow in size. The key emphases
were to make programs readable, maintainable, and reliable. Readability is by
far the more important issue as it controls the other two.
Dijkstra saw an inﬁnite space of possible programs and used a constructive
approach to extract an inﬁnite subset of programs that you can read easily
and can convince yourself that they are correct....A sa nexample of this in
the design of Ada, I am proud of the textual separation of speciﬁcation and
implementation, as it lets you know what you need to know to use a module,
without getting into details of implementation.
We systematicallydesignedPLfeaturesinamannerlikestructuralengineer-
ing; that is, we would look for failure patterns and then try to make something
that would not break.
3. Can you recollect any of the papers you were reading, the confer-
ences you were attending and the people you were talking to when you
were designing Ada? There were several working groups that met several
times a year. Two were the IFIP Working Group 2.4 on System Implementation
Languages [IFIP 2004] and the Purdue Europe LTPL-E committee. There was
a conference on system implementation languages in 1973 or 1974 in Trond-
heim. This was a not too big conference and at its end, about 10 researchers
met and formed an IFIP working group that provided collegial feedback and
stimulation to participants about 3–4 times a year. Participants included Bill
Wulf and Jim Horning. Another inﬂuential group was the IFIP 2.3 group on
Algorithmics. These groups gave researchers a chance to meet multiple times a
year, present what they were working on and to discuss it with peers who could
comment and criticize.
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4. Were there speciﬁc applications that drove your design? The Ada
PL was fairly general, however one new aspect it addressed was real-time pro-
gramming.Themetaphorusedatthetime,totalkaboutapplicationsthatwould
use this new paradigm, was to think of airplanes as software with wings. An-
other new aspect of computing addressed by Ada was programs designed to be
executed on distributed computers.
5. If you were to design a programming language today, how would
it differ from current programming languages? If I were to design Ada
today, it would not be much different in a way. I would try to make it even
simpler. Although I do not want to design another PL now, I would take Ada
and trim it. For example, I would eliminate parameterized types (i.e., variant
records) Generics also appear in Ada but may be less useful than originally
thought ....Inheritance seems to me to be a low-level concept; this is a detail
of implementation rather than a conceptual thing.
When we were inventing modularity in the 1970s, we were solving the prob-
lem of scalability. This resulted in making software that scales linearly. Now
there is a full industry of components that uses this philosophy, across many
programming languages. Improvements in programming languages today are
second order effects.
Dr. Bjarne Stroustrup (C++):
Dr. Stroustrup was the designer and original implementor of C++.
1. What were the problems that you were addressing in your de-
sign for C++? Initially, I simply needed a tool to help me with a project
to distribute the Unix kernel across multiple machines. I saw two areas of
need: To express the logical partitions within the kernel code (the kernel
was—and is—written in C, and C doesn’t provide facilities for directly rep-
resenting logical partitions and their communication paths) and to write sim-
ulations to determine the effects of different communication patterns result-
ing from different software conﬁgurations and different types of hardware
support.
2. What programming practices or software engineering research do
you think inﬂuenced your language design, positively or negatively?
Ideas for operating system organization and application building, which I was
exposed to at Cambridge (notably the CAP computer and its use of hardware
protection) and Newcastle (the C++ notion of exceptions and their use) was
directly inspired by the work on reliable systems by Brian Randell’s group.
The “object-oriented” ideas from Simula 67, and appreciation of static type
checking from Simula 67 and Algol 68 (this appreciation wasn’t widely shared
among people building operating system kernels).
3. Can you recollect any of the papers you were reading, the confer-
ences you were attending and the people you were talking to when you
were designing C++? I went to SIGOPS, USENIX, and a distributed systems
conference. ...However, my main inﬂuence was my colleagues in the Bell Labs
Computer Science Research Center, including Sandy Fraser, Steve Johnson,
Brian Kernighan, Doug McIlroy, Bob Morris, Gregg Chesson, Stu Feldman,
Dennis Ritchie, and Steve Bourne. This was in the very early years where the
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key notions of C++ were formed. I think that it is signiﬁcant that the systems
people dominated over the language people.
4. Were there speciﬁc applications that drove your design? It started
with the distributed operating system kernel, which I never completed, and
the simulations. For years after, my bread and butter work in the Labs related
to various forms of simulation (network trafﬁc, telephone use, board layout,
processor register design, etc.). I also worked with embedded systems and a
variety of systems programming tasks. I remember that the application that
ﬁnally caused me to introduce operator overloading wasn’t the obvious math-
ematical uses of operators, but modeling of bits, registers, and signals in a
processor design.
At the time, the UNIX system and networking loomed large in the collective
imagination of the Lab, as did telecommunications applications (not just huge
switching applications, but also small switches, embedded control applications,
and hand-held gadgets usually weighing a few pounds). In the 1980s, Bell Labs
wasa nenvironment very rich in diverse real-world applications and people
with both research training and real-world experience.
5. If you were to design a programming language today, how would
it differ from current programming languages? A language design—like
all design—should arise from a need. I don’t clearly see a problem with current
programming practice that would best be solved by a new language. Note that
when I designed C++,Ibased it on an existing language, C, to build on existing
strengths to have a complete and useful tool very early on. Should I design
another language, I’d probably do something similar again.
Dennis Canady (Visual Basic):
Dennis Canady was a member of the original Microsoft Visual Basic design
team.
1. What were the problems that you were addressing in your design
for Visual Basic? Visual Basic was shaped during the emergence of Windows.
SinceWindowsitselfwasjustemerging,therenaturallyweren’tmanyWindows
applications, but applications are needed to make an O/S useful. So, we wanted
to make Windows applications easy to write. For one thing, we wanted an in-
teractive development environment in which the performance of the language
would be similar to that of compiled code, but that would have the interactivity
and other nice features that come from an interpreted environment. Another
goal was to give developers of business applications a way to develop Windows
applications without having to write all that window-oriented code by hand.
2. What programming practices or software engineering research do
you think inﬂuenced your language design, positively or negatively?
Interactive debugging practices were an inﬂuence. In fact, Visual Basic’s design
was inﬂuenced by our desire for an execution model that could allow a good
interactive debugging environment. For example, we wanted to provide quick
feedback about syntax errors, and to point to identiﬁers in the source. Turbo
Pascal came out about that time, and had an inﬂuence on our design. Forth was
also an inﬂuence, which led to a threaded P-code interpreter. Of course, other
versions of Basic, including QuickBasic and Microsoft’s MacBasic, were also
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inﬂuences. We also looked at visual programming languages, but at the time
most of them were dataﬂow-based, which did not seem like a good ﬁt. I think we
saw ThinkPad, but not many other programming-by-demonstration languages.
Object models (C++, Ada, Smalltalk) were also inﬂuences. But creating an
application in Smalltalk was too large, too isolated from Windows, and too
slow. We asked “How can we do better?” Then Ruby came along [Ed note: this
was the code name for the visual programming language for Windows shell
programming mentioned in Section 4.2.]. We purchased the concept, and used
it for Visual Basic.
3. Can you recollect any of the papers you were reading, the confer-
ences you were attending and the people you were talking to when you
were designing Visual Basic? I went to some OOPSLAs around that time. I
was also following the C++ world, and Bertrand Meyer’s work on Eiffel.
4. Were there speciﬁc applications that drove your design? Windows
business applications.
[Ed. note: There is no separate response in this interview to question 5.]
Tim Lindholm (Java):
Tim Lindholm is a Distinguished Engineer for the Java Software group at
Sun Microsystems. He was an original member of the Java project at Sun and
remains the architect of the Java virtual machine.
1. What were the problems that you were addressing in your design
for Java? The language that became known as Java was initially called Oak,
and was originally used for programming an embedded device, a sort of cross
between a large PDA and a super-duper remote control. The next use of Oak
wasa sthe language for a video-on-demand project, the project in which I was
ﬁrst involved. (Early in 1994, Lindholm joined the project.) When the market
for video-on-demand was created in 1994, a portion of the team went off to in-
vestigate how to use Oak as a safe way of deploying applications over the World
Wide Web. It is interesting that in the design of Oak, programming language
concepts were selected that had in some cases been around for 20 years. Even
so, the ﬁrst two applications of the technology went nowhere...One of the main
goals of Oak was to enable programs to safely move around a network of het-
erogeneous computational units. When moving Oak to the Web the team added
a small number of key technical innovations, among them class loaders and
veriﬁcation of program type safety.... Then known as Java, the language hit
the wave of popularity just right: while HTML could be downloaded to browsers
on various machines, it only provided static content; Java applets could make
Web content dynamic, and people grokked the idea.... There were 2 million
people working with HTML and considering themselves to be programming
the Internet. At that point we offered them Java as a power tool....
2. What programming practices or software engineering research do
you think inﬂuenced your language design, positively or negatively?
At this time, people were starting to be upset with C++ because it was hard to
writeprogramsyoucouldunderstandanditwasnotsafe,compilingtoplatform-
speciﬁcexecutablecode.GoslingcalledJava,C++withoutgunsandknives.The
Sun team could not use C++ for the applications they needed to write. When
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asked “Why was C++ inadequate?” he replied, C++ programs compiled to na-
tive binaries, which made it impossible to safely move them about the Internet,
and at least hard to make them run on different architectures. Also, we felt
that C++ was sufﬁciently hard to program in that less-skilled programmers,
who we hoped to reach, would have difﬁculty with it.
Software engineering practices that inﬂuenced us included many object-
oriented ideas, as expressed in C++ and Smalltalk-80. Java designers need to
give credit to folks who developed other object-oriented languages, from whom
they borrowed ideas.
3. Can you recollect any of the papers you were reading, the confer-
ences you were attending and the people you were talking to when you
were designing Java? The people I was talking to were pretty much within
this group at SUN in 1994. There were 30 in the video-on-demand group. Of
these about 12 of us worked on the Java that people would currently recognize.
Between July and December of 1994 we wrote WebRunner, a browser that ran
Oak applets....I ti strue to some degree that we went into a back room and
designed the language. We had problems to solve that directed our work. We
didn’t design this by committee or opinion poll. We took unto ourselves as work-
ing programmers, to answer the question: What is it that we want? We were
designing a language for ourselves to use.
[Ed. note: In a later communication, Lindholm acknowledged that “the Oak
team did have a lot of highly experienced language designers and implementors
who were very aware of the computer science literature.”]
4. Were there speciﬁc applications that drove your design? Speciﬁ-
cally we were targeting applications for the Internet to run on browsers. But
we were aware that the properties of the language we were designing would be
much more broadly usable.
5. If you were to design a programming language today, how would
it differ from current programming languages? Ia mleery of object-
orientation as a kind of religion that drags in complexity in the guise of simplic-
ity. It bugs me that sometimes to use an object system requires mind-twisting
discussions on what things mean. Real programmers don’t have time for reli-
gious arguments. Nonetheless I would like to see the world take another run at
a Smalltalk-like language, something simpler than current popular languages.
Java was striving for elegance and simplicity while retaining familiarity and
usability. For example, Gosling went against the grain, and refused to put stuff
into Java, such as operator overloading, which makes the language harder
to learn and makes it easier to make mistakes in programming. Now that
the world is more comfortable with garbage collection, threads, and virtual
machines, it would be desirable to try another programming language (like
Smalltalk) where more cleanliness and elegance are embodied.
Tucker Taft (Ada 95):
Tucker Taft was chief language designer of Ada 95.
1. What were the problems that you were addressing in your design
for Ada 95? In general, Ada 83 was viewed as a “static” and somewhat “closed”
language. Our goal for Ada 95 was to make the language more ﬂexible, more
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extensible, and easier to interface with the outside world, be it subsystems
written in other languages, external hardware devices, or underlying operating
systems. At the same time, we wanted to preserve Ada 83’s strong focus on
safety, reliability, and readability, and its excellent support for ‘programming
in the large’ thanks to its very strong type checking.
2. What programming practices or software engineering research do
you think inﬂuenced your language design, positively or negatively?
The big jump for Ada 95 was to incorporate the thinking on inheritance and
polymorphism (i.e., object-oriented programming). One of our challenges was to
providethedynamicextensibilityofinheritanceandpolymorphism,withoutthe
negativesofstrongcouplingthatinheritancecancreatebetweenabasetypeand
a derived type.... The point is that we were very concerned with the software
engineering aspects of our design choices. Whether we could point to speciﬁc
“research” that was critical to our work, that would be harder. But generally
theprinciplesthatweredevelopedinthesoftwareengineeringcommunitywere
very important.
3. Can you recollect any of the papers you were reading, the con-
ferences you were attending and the people you were talking to when
you were designing Ada 95? At a high level, I would say that the Ada 9X de-
sign team was unusually aware of the computer science literature, and formal
veriﬁcation literature, as well as software engineering principles. I would not
say we were avid readers of software engineering research.I nfact, I would say
we more often bemoaned the lack of real research into the software engineering
advantages or disadvantages of particular language design choices. We had to
rely on our own experience and gedanken experiments more than we would
have liked.
I attended OOPSLA a few times. I also read a number of papers relating to
modular thread synchronization mechanisms. Some of this was pretty old stuff,
such as Concurrent Pascal. Other articles were more recent, such as work on a
language called Orca. All of these had various twists on the notion of a monitor.
We ultimatelyendedupwithsomethingcalled“ProtectedTypes”whichcombine
the guards of Ada 83’s rendezvous (which were in turn inspired by CSP), with
the passivity of monitors. From a software engineering point of view, I (humbly)
think protected types were a great synthesis of old and new ideas.
4. Were there speciﬁc applications that drove your design? Very large
applications; real-time applications; embedded applications. But in addition,
Ada 83 had emerged as one of the most widely used languages for teaching
programming in college. Because of that, there was a desire to lower the entry
barrier to the ﬁrst time user. So there was also a desire to make it easier to
write short programs in Ada 95 that did something useful in a typical desktop
environment, so we added more features for dealing with things like command
line arguments (not usually relevant in embedded or real-time applications),
simpliﬁed I/O, etc.
5. If you were to design a programming language today, how would
it differ from current programming languages? I still feel there is a lot of
research worth doing on the relative productivity and error rates for languages
with different features or philosophies. But I realize this is difﬁcult research to
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do. I think most people agree about the fundamental goodness of abstraction,
modularity, information hiding, and encapsulation. But we certainly don’t all
seem to agree about how that should translate into particular language fea-
tures. I also think there is an important aspect of language design that has not
been talked about much, and that is the “human engineering” of languages....
By human engineering I mean whether the language is error prone in various
ways.
[Ed. note: Taft continued with a critique of several design decisions in two
current languages, C# and Java.]
Iw as pretty disappointed in Java. It has been a roaring commercial success,
but from a language design point of view, it took a lot of steps backward. They
dropped enumeration types, which makes absolutely no sense to me from a
software engineering point of view. People of course reinvent them, but they
are back to the bad old days of deﬁning named constants, with no compiler
support, and no type checking.... The other big step backward for Java was
eliminating the separation of speciﬁcation from implementation.
The language C# actually seems better than Java in some of these
respects....IthinkC#tookastepbackrelativetoJava(andabigstepbackrela-
tive to Ada) in relegating thread synchronization support to a class, rather than
building the concurrency primitives into the language. Java at least has auto-
matic locking/unlocking as part of making a synchronized method call. Relying
on the programmer to balance their lock/unlock calls is very error prone. Ada
goes further and provides signiﬁcant task safety and coordination guarantees
through the use of guards in protected types. This sort of thing is very difﬁcult
to accomplish using a thread class with concurrency primitives available as a
set of methods like lock, unlock, and wait.
6. SUMMARY
Programming language features such as exceptions, procedural and data ab-
straction, and types present evidence of the strong ties between software engi-
neering and programming language research (and practice). Individuals who
haveworkedinbothareastiethemtogetheraswellastheattentionpaidbyboth
communities to relevant research in the other community, attested to by their
references to this work in their own papers and presentations at each others’
conferences. Cotemporality of developments likewise attests to the inﬂuences
of these ﬁelds on one another.
It is perhaps unsurprising that this symbiosis exists between programming
languages and software engineering, with regard to software reliability re-
search and exceptions, whose purpose is to provide programmer direction for
unusual (but anticipatable) circumstances. Similarly, software engineering re-
search in modularity and reuse dovetails nicely with programming language
design emphasis on control and data abstraction, which evolved into inheri-
tance with visibility controls. Likewise, strong typing can be seen as a response
to the emphasis on software reliability; somewhat later, user-deﬁned types
and generics, are mechanisms to provide for software reuse. In addition, soft-
ware engineering research on visual programming inﬂuenced modern end-user
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programming languages, which use visual expressions to allow nonexperts to
create programs in speciﬁc domains. Finally, the oral histories demonstrate the
speciﬁc inﬂuences of software engineering research (i.e., goals and techniques
developed) as well as previous programming languages, on modern program-
ming language design.
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